
 
 

 

The Rwanda Series 
 

A collection of five minute films and audio Powerpoints 
comparing life in the UK and Rwanda, one of Winchester 
Diocese’s 5 link dioceses. 

 
A teaching resource designed for KS1 but adaptable for KS2. 

 

Guidance for teachers 
 



Introduction 

 
This project consists of four Powerpoints 
with audio and four short films looking at 
aspects of life in modern day Rwanda and 
comparing this with life in the UK. As you 
may be aware, Winchester Diocese had a 
companion link with Rwanda in East 
Africa and many clergy visit the country 
as part of their training. The Bishop of 
Winchester is keen for people to 
experience Christianity in another country 
and Rwanda is a country where the 
church plays a large part in many people’s 
lives.  
 
This project has been designed for Year 
1/2 but can be adapted for older children. 
It follows a series of visits by the Diocesan Education Team and some of our 
headteachers to schools and parishes in Rwanda. The photographs and videos 
used throughout were taken during those trips and show real life experiences 
of Rwandan people. The children will learn that Rwanda is a fantastic country 
with rich, developed areas as well as poorer rural areas. 
 
This resource can be used in school or at home as part of online learning. The 
suggested order of teaching is below but the films and Powerpoints can be 
used as one-off lessons or taught in an alternative order. 
 
I hope that the children find the learning interesting. Please contact me if you 
would like to book a worship on Rwanda, a talk to the children or a question 
and answer session. sue.bowen@portsmouth.anglican.org 
 
Sue Bowen 
Diocesan Education Adviser 
 
Suggested Learning Order:  Introduction, Houses, Weather, School, Food, 
Church, Shopping, Clothes. 
 
The audio button has been paced in the top righthand corner of each 
Powerpoint slide. 
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